The advent of microarray technology has brought an onslaught of gene expression data. Over the past years, the global gene expression profiles of thousands of disease specimens, especially cancer, have been analyzed, and hundreds of gene expression signatures that are associated with disease progression, prognosis and response to therapy have been described [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, owing to the large number of genes in each signature, it is not technically feasible to study the function of an expression signature as a whole. Thus, investigators are forced to study candidate genes individually or a handful of genes in multiplex fashion; such studies represent at best a limited assessment of the functional consequences of a signature. These limitations have also hampered the development of specific therapies that may target cancers on the basis of their gene expression signatures.
Gene expression signatures may arise in cancer samples for many reasons. Gene expression differences may reflect variations in the composition of cell types 2 , responses to different host environments, the accumulated effects of aneuploidy and epigenetic changes (acting in cis) 6 or response to altered activities of key transcriptional regulators in cancer (acting in trans) 7, 8 . Regulators, encoding transcriptional factors or signaling proteins whose activity controls hundreds of downstream genes, offer an efficient approach to experimentally reproduce and functionally assess the consequences of gene expression signatures. However, a signature may be controlled by one or more regulators that act in a conditional or combinatorial manner, and the regulator itself may not be part of the expression signature. Therefore, an unbiased genome-wide method is needed to identify functional regulators of gene expression signatures.
On the basis of the concept that molecular programs of normal wound healing might be reactivated in cancer metastasis 9, 10 , we previously identified a 'wound response signature' from the stereotypic transcriptional response of fibroblasts to serum, the soluble fraction of clotted blood. The wound signature consisted of 512 genes related to cell growth, matrix remodeling, cell motility and angiogenesis; subsequent microarray analysis of wound healing in skin confirmed the rapid regulation of many of these genes by tissue injury in vivo 11 . In two-way hierarchical clustering, the expression pattern of these 512 genes separated tumors into two classes that have predominant expression of either serum-activated or quiescent genes 5 . Expression of the activated wound signature is a powerful predictor of metastasis and death in diverse types of primary human tumors 5 . In primary breast cancer, the wound signature provides prognostic risk stratification that is independent of traditional criteria such as lymph node status, grade and estrogen receptor status 12 . Because the wound signature is expressed in tumor cells and is a consistent feature in repeat sampling of tumors 5 , we thought that the wound signature might be genetically determined. Here we describe a general method, based on genetic linkage, to identify candidate functional regulators of expression signatures by intersecting genome-wide DNA copy number and gene expression data. We apply this method to identify genetic regulators of the wound signature in human breast cancers.
RESULTS

Linkage analysis by SLAMS
Linkage analysis aims to associate the pattern of genotype distribution with the pattern of phenotype distribution in a group of individuals in order to identify the likely genes that control the phenotype. In this case, the phenotype is the presence or absence of previously defined gene expression signatures in cancer samples. Because the genes involved in genome-wide linkage analyses far outnumber the number of samples (B10,000 genes versus B50 samples in typical microarray studies of cancer), there is insufficient statistical power to map the linkage to the level of individual genes. Therefore, we devised a method, stepwise linkage analysis of microarray signatures (SLAMS), to initially map linkage of prospective regulator genes to large chromosomal regions and then subsequently refine and validate the list of candidate regulators within the linked region using additional sources of data. One useful strategy to improve robustness in gene expression analysis is to consider the coordinate behavior of groups of related genes instead of individual genes 13, 14 . We adopt a similar approach to overcome inherent noise within gene expression and DNA copy number data. Thus, the phenotype in the linkage analysis is defined by the coordinate behavior of many genes within a gene expression signature, and linkage to chromosomal regions is established by coordinate amplification or deletion of several neighboring loci.
SLAMS is a four-step strategy to find regulator genes for which an aberration in copy number could induce a gene expression signature in cancer (Fig. 1) . First, tumors are sorted into two groups by the presence or absence of the signature. Second, using genomic DNA copy number data of the same tumors, we rank the change in copy number of each gene on the basis of its ability to distinguish samples with and without the signature. The association between change in copy number and expression signature is calculated by comparing the observed data with randomized data obtained by permutation, implemented using the algorithm Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) 15 . Amplifications and deletions that are associated with the signature are represented as upward and downward deflections from the 451 line in a plot comparing observed data in the y-axis and expected data from permutation in x-axis. True amplifications or deletions will demonstrate linkage such that probes representing neighboring DNA sequences should also be enriched or depleted on the basis of the same selection. Therefore, we identify clustering of cDNA probes arising from contiguous DNA sequences in the ranked list and use the enrichment of neighboring probes to quantify the strength of linkage between a chromosomal locus and the signature. Third, candidate regulators encoded within the linked chromosomal locus are then filtered by their transcriptional regulation in appropriate expression data sets. We assume that if amplification of gene A is linked to a signature, then increased expression levels of gene A should also be associated with the signature. Conversely, linkage of gene deletion would predict association of gene repression with the signature. Candidate regulators can thus be filtered by the concordance of their mRNA expression pattern with the expression signature. Additional sources of information, such as the literature or expression profiles of relevant in vitro experiments, can also be used. Fourth, candidate regulators are further validated by the ability of their expression levels to predict the signature in additional tumor samples. The end result is a prediction of specific genes that are sufficient to regulate a gene expression signature.
We applied our algorithm to 37 breast tumors that were analyzed for global gene expression patterns and mapped for DNA copy number change at 6,692 loci using array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) 6 . Comparison with permuted data showed that amplification of 57 DNA probes was observed in association with the wound signature more than expected by chance ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 1 online). Among these 57 amplified DNA sequences, 32 probes representing chromosome 8q were selected. There were 132 probes representing 8q out of 6,692 total probes on the array. The probability of encountering 32 of 132 probes from one chromosomal arm in 57 random trials can be estimated by the hypergeometric distribution, which showed that this result was extremely unlikely by chance alone (P ¼ 3.4 Â 10 -41 ) and indicated strong linkage between amplification of a large region of 8q with the wound signature. The remaining 25 amplified DNA sequences mapped to 12 different chromosomal arms and did not show significant linkage. Although these tumors also harbor many regions of chromosomal loss 6 , none of these seemed to be associated with the wound signature. MYC, a wellknown oncogenic transcription factor located on 8q24, is within the linked region. However, tumors with the wound signature uniformly had amplifications in proximal 8q, and a sizable fraction of tumors without wound signature carried amplifications in the 8q24 regions ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1 online) . This observation suggested that one or more genes on proximal 8q may collaborate with MYC to activate the wound signature.
We next filtered the 32 amplified candidate genes in 8q on the basis of their mRNA expression patterns in 85 breast tumors 3 Figure 1 Overview of SLAMS analysis procedure. (a) Flow chart of steps in our strategy of mapping genetic regulators of expression signatures in cancer. (b) Example of the analysis on a gene expression signature and genome-wide DNA copy number data. Tumor samples are sorted into two classes on the basis of the presence of a binary gene expression signature (step 1). DNA copy numbers at all genome-wide loci are compared between these two classes of samples (step 2). Amplification of three neighboring genes is observed in 80% of samples with the signature but in 0% of samples without the signature, indicating genetic linkage. The predicted relationship between level of mRNA expression of the candidate genes and the expression signature is thus a positive correlation. Filtering (step 3) and validation (step 4) of the candidate genes shows that Gene 1 mRNA is negatively correlated with the signature, whereas Gene 2 mRNA is not correlated. Gene 3 mRNA is positively correlated with presence of the signature and emerges as the predicted regulator.
candidate genes was associated with wound signature, we sought the subset of candidate genes whose mRNA level correlated with the wound signature in tumors. We tested the association between level of mRNA expression of candidate genes and the wound signature using a multiple regression analysis. The wound signature score (hereafter, wound score) is a measure of similarity (by Pearson's correlation coefficient, R) between the expression pattern of 512 genes in the wound signature in a tumor sample and the previously defined pattern of the wound signature 12 . The level of mRNA expression of CSN5 (also known as JAB1 or COPS5), which is found on 8q13 and encodes the catalytic subunit of the COP9 signalosome 16 , showed the strongest positive correlation with the wound signature among tumor samples (Fig. 2b) . Pairwise and iterative analysis of CSN5 with candidate regulators on distal 8q suggested that the combination of CSN5 with MYC mRNA was significantly associated with the wound score (P ¼ 6.6 Â 10 -6 ), with both MYC (P ¼ 0.028) and CSN5 (P ¼ 10 -5 ) providing independent information (see Methods for a detailed description of the analysis). Thus, these results predict that CSN5 and MYC function together to activate the wound signature.
To identify the optimal regulatory model of the wound signature in tumor samples on the basis of mRNA expression levels of MYC and CSN5, we carried out a decision tree analysis. We considered classification schemes of tumors based on MYC and CSN5 expression and asked if the resulting groups of tumors had differing activities of the wound signature. The decision tree method was as described 12 and in essence was constructed using the best predictor to segregate samples and repeating the process in each of the resulting subgroups. Because the level of CSN5 mRNA expression is better correlated with wound score (Pearson's R ¼ 0.44) than MYC mRNA level is correlated with wound score (Pearson's R ¼ 0.26; Fig. 2b ), a two-tiered decision tree involves first sorting samples by CSN5 mRNA level and then sorting by MYC mRNA level (Fig. 2c) . We used the decision tree to assign the tumor samples to two groups of roughly equal sizes. Forty-three samples were assigned to group 1 and corresponded to samples with low CSN5 or MYC levels. Forty-two samples were assigned to group 2 and corresponded to tumors with moderate or high levels of both CSN5 and MYC. These two groups of tumors had a substantially different wound score (Fig. 2d) . Furthermore, 80 percent of the samples with an activated wound signature (defined by wound score Z0.2, as previously established 5 ) were captured in group 2 (Fig. 2e) . Moreover, a high expression level of both CSN5 and MYC is a significant predictor of poor patient survival in breast tumors (P ¼ 0.031), with efficacy equivalent to that observed for the wound signature in this data set (Fig. 2f) . These results indicate that CSN5 and MYC function together to induce a poor-prognosis program in human breast cancers.
To verify the association between wound signature and amplification of CSN5 and MYC, we quantified DNA copy number at CSN5 and MYC loci using quantitative microsatellite analysis (QuMA) 17 in an independent set of 41 early breast tumor samples previously studied for wound signature activation 12 . Tumors with the wound signature had a significantly higher copy number of CSN5 and MYC genomic DNA ( Fig. 3 ; P o 0.02, Student's t-test). Because these results were obtained from a set of breast tumors completely separate from those used for SLAMS, they strongly support the link between CSN5 and MYC amplification and wound signature activation.
The prediction of MYC and CSN5 as candidate regulators of the wound signature is further supported by several additional sources of information. Because the wound signature is based on the sustained transcriptional response of fibroblasts to serum stimulation at 48 h (ref. 5), we also examined candidate regulators for their expression in a detailed time course of fibroblast serum response, sampling 16 time points from 15 min to 36 h after stimulation 5 . Early-response genes have important regulatory roles in the serum response 18 , and candidate regulators of the serum response in vitro may also regulate the wound signature in vivo. MYC, a gene with a known early response to growth factor stimulation 19 , was strongly induced during the serum response (Fig. 2b) , as were CSN5 and other CSN components, albeit more modestly (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, CSN6 is, in fact, a bona fide member of the wound signature. Overexpression of either MYC or CSN5 in fibroblasts can bypass the requirement for serum and induce S-phase entry [20] [21] [22] , suggesting that MYC and CSN5 can activate a subset of normally serum-responsive genes (the basis of the wound signature). Furthermore, MYC is required for the transcriptional response of fibroblasts in response to serum 20 . Finally, although wound signature genes are not enriched for chromosome 8q localization, they overlapped significantly with MYC target genes 23 (23 overlap genes observed, versus four expected by chance alone; P o 10 -8 , hypergeometric distribution), suggesting a direct regulation of the wound signature by MYC.
Validation of wound signature regulation by MYC and CSN5
To experimentally validate the roles of MYC and CSN5 in wound signature and cancer progression, we transduced MCF10A cells, a nontransformed human breast epithelial cell line 24 , with MYC and/or CSN5 by retrovirally mediated gene transfer 25 . Global gene expression profiling of transduced cells grown in 0.1% serum showed that MYC and CSN5 were sufficient to activate the wound signature (Fig. 4a,b) . MYC and CSN5 induced 201 of 255 genes representing the 'activated' wound signature, whereas 114 of 257 genes representing the 'quiescent' wound signature were correspondingly repressed (P o 10 -19 , w 2 test). CSN5 minimally activated the wound signature, whereas MYC partially activated the wound signature. We have previously established the link between incremental changes in the wound signature and metastasis risk by the wound score 12 . The magnitude of wound signature activation induced by MYC and CSN5 coexpression was comparable to the strongest wound scores in human breast cancers (Fig. 4b) Table 2 online), showed that coexpression of MYC and CSN5 specifically activated the wound signature and several additional biological processes (Fig. 4c) . Notably, among the 1,284 gene modules tested, the wound response signature was the most significantly induced module in cells expressing MYC and CSN5 (P o 10 -10 ). Additional processes known to be regulated by MYC, such as RNA and nucleotide metabolism 27 , were induced by MYC but were even more strongly induced by coexpression of MYC and CSN5. Other prognostic signatures in breast cancer, including the basal-like 3 and 70-gene 4 signatures, were not activated by MYC and CSN5; thus, these signatures are under separate genetic control. Notably, gene modules related to mitochondria and oxidative stress were induced by MYC and CSN5 coexpression, and these same gene modules were observed in an independent group of human breast cancers with the wound signature (E. Segal, N. Friedman, D. Koller, H.Y.C. and A. Regev, unpublished data). To verify the specificity of these observations, we also examined coordinate regulation of the 1,284 gene sets in published gene expression profiles of MCF7 cells transduced with wild-type cyclin D1, another oncogene in breast cancer 28 . Although wild-type cyclin D1 overexpression induced gene modules indicative of cell cycle entry, it did not induce the wound or mitochondrial signatures (data not shown). Together, these results further validate our linkage analysis strategy and confirm that MYC and CSN5 are causative genetic lesions in breast cancers with the wound signature.
Functional consequences of wound signature activation Invasive and metastatic tumor cells often show alterations in growth control, adhesion and polarity and acquire the ability to invade through basement membrane 10 . Normal cells can also demonstrate some of these properties in the context of wound healing 10 . We explored whether MCF10A cells induced to express the wound signature acquired additional properties associated with invasive cancer cells. First, expression of MYC and CSN5 together substantially increased cell proliferation compared with expression of either gene alone (Fig. 5a) . Second, coexpression of MYC and CSN5 altered cell shape: the cells appeared round and less polarized and showed a marked loss of actin stress fibers and focal adhesion contacts (Fig. 5b) . Third, coexpression of MYC and CSN5 significantly increased the ability of the cells to invade through three-dimensional basement membrane matrix (Matrigel) (P o 0.05, Student's t-test; Fig. 5c ). However, despite these alterations, MCF10A cells expressing both MYC and CSN5, or either gene singly, did not cause tumors in three months after subcutaneous injection in nude mice (data not shown). Thus, MYC and CSN5 can cooperate functionally to confer several properties associated with invasive tumor cells on untransformed breast epithelial cells, but they require additional genetic elements for full transformation.
Mechanisms of gene regulation via interplay of MYC and CSN5
MYC protein stability and activity is regulated by at least two SKP1-CUL1-F-box protein (SCF) ubiquitin ligase complexes 29 . SCF FBW7 recognizes N-terminal MYC Box I and antagonizes MYC function by speeding its turnover [30] [31] [32] . In contrast, SCF SKP2 recognizes MYC Box II and C-terminal sequences and couples enhancement of MYC transcriptional activity with turnover 33, 34 . CSN5 activates cullin-based ubiquitin ligase complexes by removing the NEDD8 modification from cullins 16 , and recent evidence from the yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe indicated that this reaction stabilizes the associated F-box adaptor proteins 35 . Because CSN5 functionally cooperates with MYC, we reasoned that CSN5 may regulate MYC activity and turnover via SCF SKP2 . Indeed, in MCF10A cells stably expressing CSN5 alone, endogenous MYC protein was depleted in a proteasome-dependent manner ( Fig. 6a ; lanes 1 and 3 versus 5 and 6). Overexpression of CSN5 increased the rate of MYC ubiquitination by threefold in a cellbased ubiquitination assay (Fig. 6b) , and cycloheximide chase experiments confirmed that CSN5 strongly increased the turnover of MYC protein with similar efficacy as SKP2 (Fig. 6c) . CSN5-induced turnover of MYC required components of the SCF SKP2 complex. Absence of exogenously added CUL1 or expression of dominant-negative SKP2 LRR (which binds MYC but lacks the F-box to bind SKP1-CUL1 complex) completely inhibited CSN5-induced turnover of MYC (Fig. 6c) . To assess the consequence of CSN5 expression on the transcriptional activity of MYC, we examined the expression of 175 endogenous MYC target genes 23 in MCF10A cells expressing MYC and CSN5 (Fig. 6d,e) . Although MYC expression mimicked the effect of serum stimulation on target gene expression in some cases, a subset of MYC target genes required coexpression of MYC and CSN5 for induction in low serum (Fig. 6e and Supplementary Table 3 online) . No MYC target genes were repressed by CSN5 coexpression, suggesting that CSN5 specifically promotes transcription of select MYC target genes. MYC target genes that were activated by CSN5 coexpression included MDM2, a negative regulator of the tumor suppressor p53 and essential target for MYC-mediated transformation 36, 37 ; MYBL2, which is involved in cell cycle progression 38 ; HIF1a, an activator of hypoxic response and angiogenesis 38 and INSR, a tyrosine kinase receptor mediating cell proliferation, survival and motility 38 .
Conversely, reduction of endogenous CSN5 level by RNA interference stabilized MYC protein level and inhibited the ability of SKP2 to induce MYC turnover (Fig. 7a) . SKP2 itself becomes unstable in the absence of CSN5 (Fig. 7b) . Moreover, depletion of CSN5 stabilized a fusion protein containing the transactivation domain of MYC (residues 2-147) but strongly inhibited its transcriptional activity (Fig. 7c) . Together, these results show that CSN5 is an essential activator of MYC transcriptional activity. By regulating MYC ubiquitination and protein stability through SCF SKP2 , CSN5 increases the transcriptional potency of MYC toward select target genes to promote proliferation, survival and invasion. 
DISCUSSION
We have developed an integrated genomic approach that identifies genetic regulators of large-scale transcriptional signatures in human cancers. Our method applies classic genetic linkage to high-throughput genotyping and gene expression data and can provide new insights into regulation with limited biological knowledge. In the case of the wound signature, many oncogenes (such as FOS, JUN, cyclins and E2F) are known to be serum-inducible and are involved in the mitogenic response 18 and thus could all be considered plausible candidate regulators. Likewise, additional oncogenes reside on chromosome 8q and are amplified together with MYC and CSN5. By combining the two types of data using SLAMS, we were able to filter many hypotheses and select the candidate genetic regulators best supported by available data. Thus, the predicted regulatory model from SLAMS enabled focused laboratory-based experiments confirming the roles of MYC and CSN5 in wound signature activation. We note that our method is general and may be used to identify the linkage between gene expression signatures and other types of genetic or epigenetic data, such as SNPs 39, 40 or DNA methylation maps 41 . For these other types of genetic data, the first and second steps of SLAMS will yield chromosomal regions that are linked to gene expression signatures, but additional methods tailored to specific experiments will be needed to filter and validate the candidate regulator genes. Another limitation is that our method requires human interpretation at several points in the procedure, which may introduce subjective bias. Our success using these relatively simple methods illustrates the robustness of the finding and lays the groundwork for devising more versatile and fully automated procedures based on SLAMS.
Our experience with the wound signature illustrates several advantages of finding genetic regulators of expression signatures in cancer. First, regulators may simplify the application of diagnostic signatures in the clinical setting. Instead of measuring the expression of 512 genes in the wound signature, the same prognostic information can be obtained by measuring the expression level of the two regulators, CSN5 and MYC (Fig. 2f) . Second, knowledge of the regulators allowed us to activate the wound signature-specifically altering the expression level of hundreds of genes to the desired pattern-in untransformed breast epithelial cells to an extent seen in cancer samples (Fig. 4) and then to assess the functional consequences (Fig. 5) . Third, the SLAMS method and functional validation can clarify the regulatory architecture of expression signatures in cancer and resolve signatures that are causally related versus those that merely occur at the same time. For example, gene expression profiling of cells expressing MYC and CSN5 showed that these two regulators activated the wound signature but not two other signatures (basal-like 3 and 70-gene 4 ) that are frequently coexpressed in poor-prognosis breast tumors 12 . Finally, our experiments pinpointed several proteins, including MYC, CSN5, SKP2 and the ubiquitin-proteasome system, that might be amenable to pharmacologic inhibition in high-risk breast cancers showing the wound signature. These findings suggest that our methods may be generally useful as a starting point in understanding the regulation and functions of gene expression signatures in cancer.
Expression of the wound signature, mediated by MYC and CSN5, in nontransformed breast epithelial cells is sufficient to induce rapid growth and invasiveness (Fig. 5) but is insufficient for transformation. Previous studies have shown that MYC overexpression requires additional genetic elements (notably, loss of tumor suppressor genes and activation of RAS) to transform human breast epithelial cells 42, 43 . The concurrent induction of cell proliferation and invasion by MYC and CSN5 provides a means whereby precancerous cells with strong invasive activity could be positively selected. The wound signature therefore marks breast cancers that may have higher invasive and metastatic potential from its very origin. This prediction is supported by our previous observation that the wound signature is predictive of patient outcome even in the earliest T1 stage breast tumors 12 . Although we have examined the consequence of wound signature activation in untransformed cells, its full spectrum of biological consequences in transformed cells and in vivo should be examined in future studies.
Guided by the genomic and functional data, we show here that CSN5 is an important activator of MYC activity. CSN5 is believed to be a general activator of cullin-based ubiquitin ligase complexes 16 . Because MYC is regulated by two cullin-based complexes with opposite functional consequences, SCF SKP2 and SCF FBW7 , a priori it would have been difficult to deduce whether CSN5 would activate or repress MYC activity. Our method predicts that CSN5 and MYC should cooperate functionally and that CSN5 activity may be a prerequisite for MYC activity (Fig. 2c) . These predictions are supported by our functional studies in cells, profiling of MYC target genes and CSN5 gain-and loss-of-function biochemical experiments. Our results are consistent with activation of the recently described SKP2-mediated pathway by CSN5, coupling enhancement of MYC transcriptional potency with destruction 33, 34 . Specifically, we found that CSN5 is required for SKP2 stability, similar to the mechanism described in S. pombe 35 . We suggest that the delicate interplay between MYC and CSN5 ensures a transient and tightly controlled program of wound response upon appropriate extracellular stimuli. Overexpression of CSN5 alone is unable to activate a wound signature, potentially because it quickly outstrips and depletes endogenous MYC (Fig. 6a) . Similarly, overexpression of MYC alone only partially activates the wound signature because MYC lacks full transcriptional potency, particularly toward target genes important in cell growth and invasion (Figs. 6,7) . The coordinate overexpression of CSN5 and MYC generates a high level of ubiquitinated MYC and breaks this regulatory circuit by providing a continuous supply of a short-lived but potent growth regulator. Inhibition of CSN5-mediated regulation of MYC may be a useful therapeutic strategy for high-risk breast cancers. MCF10A stable transduction. MCF10A cells (ATCC) were propagated in DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen/Cambrex), 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) supplemented with EGF (20 ng ml -1 ), insulin (10 mg/ml) and hydrocortisone (0.5 mg/ml). Retroviral constructs were transfected into amphotropic Phoenix cells (gift of G. Nolan, Stanford University), and virus-containing supernatants were used to transduce MCF10A cells as described 25 . Transduced populations were selected with G418 for 4 d and puromycin for 3 d. Expression of stably transduced genes was verified by immunoblotting. Two sets of MCF10A cells were generated. In set 1, MCF10A cells were transduced with GFP, MYC, CSN5, or both MYC and CSN5 and were selected with G418 or puromycin, depending on the vector plasmid. In set 2, cells were transduced with pairwise combinations of MYC, CSN5 and empty vectors so that all resulting populations were both puromycinand G418-resistant. Identical effects of MYC and CSN5 expression on proliferation, cell shape, adhesion and migration were observed in both sets of cells.
Microarray procedures. Transduced MCF10A cells (set 1) were cultured in medium containing 5% FBS for 24 h (serum induced) or 0.1% FBS for 48 h (starved). Total RNA was extracted with Trizol (Invitrogen) and reverse transcribed and labeled with Cy5-containing dendrimers using the 3DNA Array 900 kit (Genisphere). Reference RNA pooled from 11 cell lines (Stratagene) was reverse transcribed and labeled with Cy3-containing dendrimers and used for two-color competitive hybridizations in all experiments. Construction of human cDNA microarrays containing 40,742 elements, representing 24,472 genes, was as described 2 . Competitive hybridization of Cy5 and Cy3 probes was completed as described by the manufacturer (Genisphere). We selected for analysis genes in which the corresponding array element had a fluorescent hybridization signal at least 1.5-fold greater than local background in either the Cy5 or Cy3 channel, and we further restricted the analysis to genes for which technically adequate data were obtained in at least 60% of experiments. We analyzed relative expression by mean value centering within the data set.
SLAMS analysis. Global gene expression data of 85 locally advanced breast tumors and control breast tissues 3 , aCGH data of 37 of the 85 tumors 6 and expression data of the fibroblast serum response 5 were downloaded from Stanford Microarray Database. We used IMAGE clone identification numbers to map probes among different batches of microarrays. Classification of tumor samples by wound signature 5 , two-class SAM analysis 15 and decision tree analysis 12 were as described.
We filtered candidate regulators as follows: although the mRNA expression level of CSN5 was most strongly associated with the wound signature, the partner regulator in distal 8q was not as evident from the data. To address this point, we kept CSN5 fixed and compared the ability of distal 8q genes to provide additional independent prediction of wound signature score using multiple regression. We tested the expression of six distal 8q genes (MYC, EXT1, ATP6C, FZD6, MAL2 and UQCRB) with the highest individual correlation to the wound signature (Fig. 2b) in the multiple regression model. MYC and EXT1 were the top predictors in combination with CSN5, and both had similar P-values in the model (P ¼ B10 -6 for each); the other four genes were significantly worse predictors (P ¼ B10 -4 -10 -5 ). Whereas EXT1 is involved in heparan sulfate biosynthesis, MYC is a well-known oncogene in breast cancer and was the obvious candidate regulator for a poor-prognosis cancer signature. To address whether additional candidate regulators could perform as well as MYC and CSN5 in stratifying tumors based on the wound score, we removed these two genes from the list of candidate regulators and repeated the multiple regression analysis. mRNA levels of PDE7A on proximal 8q and UQCRB on distal 8q had the best individual association with the wound signature. However, multiple regression analysis showed that the fit of UQCRB expression level to wound score was three logs less significant than that of CSN5 (P ¼ 0.01 versus P o 10 -5 , respectively), and PDE7A did not contribute independent information (P ¼ 0.09). Therefore the DNA copy number and expression levels of CSN5 and MYC were uniquely associated with the wound signature in tumor samples as delineated by SLAMS, and these two genes were chosen for experimental validation. Further considerations pertaining to implementation and interpretation of SLAMS are described in the Supplementary Note online.
Gene expression analysis of MYC and CSN5 overexpression. First, to test if the wound signature was experimentally reproduced, we examined the fraction of genes in the signature that were induced (or repressed) in the appropriate direction as predicted by the signature and the magnitudes of gene induction and repression. The wound signature consisted of 512 cDNA probes (henceforth, genes): 255 genes were induced by serum, indicative of the activated wound signature; 257 genes were repressed by serum, indicative of the quiescent wound signature 5 . Probes corresponding to genes in the wound signature were identified by matching IMAGE clone identification numbers. Gene expression values in duplicate experiments were averaged, and values 40 were scored as induced while values o0 were scored as repressed by the experimental condition. Using these criteria, 201 of 255 genes representing the 'activated' wound signature were induced by coexpression of MYC and CSN5, and 114 of 257 genes representing the 'quiescent' wound signature were repressed by MYC and CSN5. The concordance of the regulation pattern of these 512 genes by coexpression of MYC and CSN5 relative to that defined by the wound signature was evaluated using a 2 Â 2 w 2 test and found to be highly significant (P o 10 -19 ).
The wound score is the Pearson correlation coefficient of the expression pattern of genes in the wound signature in an experimental or tumor sample to the pattern observed for the same genes in serum-stimulated fibroblasts. The wound score of primary human breast cancer is directly proportional to the risk of metastasis and death in multivariate analysis 12 . However, the wound signature does not quantify the magnitude of gene regulation (that is, it is scaleless). Therefore, we use additional tests (the gene module map, applied below) to address the magnitude of gene regulation. Second, the statistical significance associated with differing wound scores does not change in a linear fashion as suggested by the score, but rather increases exponentially with higher scores ( Supplementary Fig. 2 online) and is dependent on the number of genes used to compute the correlation. To address these issues, we calculated the P-values of the reported wound scores using one-sided t-tests to estimate the probability that the observed wound score could be obtained by chance alone if the underlying correlation value is zero (implemented in Winstat, R. Fitch Software). We displayed the wound scores and the corresponding P-values based on a logarithmic scale of the P-values (Figs. 2d and 4b) . We previously used a Cox proportional hazard model to show that each incremental +0.1 increase in the wound score is associated with 1.27-and 1.22-fold increased risk of death or metastasis, respectively 12 . The risk of death or metastasis based on the degree of wound score change induced by MYC and CSN5 is calculated by dividing the change in wound score by 0.1 and then applying the quotients in the Cox proportional hazard model.
Gene module map is a method to discover and quantify the coordinate regulation of groups of genes within microarray data; we implemented it in the program GeneXpress 14 . Groups of functionally related genes, termed gene modules, are annotated on the basis of prior biological knowledge and can consist of genes that are thought to share similar function, genes whose encoded products have similar cellular localizations, or genes that share similar regulation based on previous evidence of coexpression. We analyzed 1,256 gene modules defined by Gene Ontology 26 terms and 28 gene modules based on previously published prognostic signatures in human breast cancers (Supplementary Table 2 ). For each microarray experiment, the algorithm compares genes that are induced (or repressed) by 1.5-fold and their membership in gene modules and identifies gene modules that show enrichment in induced (or repressed) genes more than expected by chance (P o 0.05). The P-value of enrichment was determined by the hypergeometric distribution, and a false discovery rate (FDR) calculation was used to account for multiple hypothesis testing. Gene modules that showed significant coregulation (P o 0.05 and FDR o 0.05) in at least two experiments are shown in Figure 4c . We displayed the average expression level of all genes in the module; therefore, the intensity of color in Figure 4c reflects the magnitude of regulation of genes averaged across each cognate gene module. For the cyclin D1 analysis, we downloaded global gene expression profiles of MCF7 cells transduced with GFP, wild-type cyclin D1 or cyclin D1(KE) 28 from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and analyzed all three series by the gene module map method.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation from multiple cell types previously established 257 high-confidence MYC target genes 23 . One hundred seventy-five of 257 genes, represented by 292 cDNA probes, had adequate technical measurements (as defined above) and were present in the microarray experiments comparing MYC and MYC plus CSN5. To identify MYC target genes that were differentially expressed in cells transduced with MYC alone versus MYC plus CSN5, we carried out a two-class comparison using the permutation-based algorithm SAM 15 for these 175 genes. Thirty-nine genes were significantly induced by CSN5 coexpression (FDR o 0.1, Fig. 6d ,e and Supplementary Table  3) . No genes were significantly repressed upon MYC and CSN5 coexpression (FDR 4 0.49).
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Disease-specific survival data were available for 76 of the 85 patients partitioned above using the two-tier CSN5-MYC decision tree, and survival analysis by the method of Kaplan and Meier for the two groups of patients was implemented in Winstat (R. Fitch Software). The 5-year disease-specific survival for breast tumors in group 1 (low CSN5 or MYC) versus group 2 (moderate or high CSN5 and MYC) was 74% versus 38%, respectively (P ¼ 0.031).
Quantitative microsatellite analysis (QuMA). DNA copy numbers of MYC, CSN5 and seven reference genomic loci were analyzed using QuMA 17 . TaqMan fluorescent probe that binds to CA-repeat microsatellite markers was purchased from Applied Biosystems. Primer sequences used in this study can be found in Supplementary Table 4 online. Data was collected and analyzed with the Stratagene Mx3000P quantitative PCR system. DNA copy numbers were quantified and normalized to 2 using normal male DNA as described 17 .
Cell proliferation, immunofluorescence and invasion assays. For the proliferation assay, 10 3 cells were plated per well in 96-well plates, and cells were counted daily in triplicate plates using the MTT cell proliferation kit (Roche). Immunofluorescence experiments were as described 47 , and images were obtained with a Zeiss Axiovert 100M microscope. For the invasion assay, invasion of transduced MCF10A cells through Matrigel toward 5% FBS as chemoattractant was quantified using a QCM cell invasion assay (Chemicon).
MYC ubiquitination, turnover and reporter gene assays. The MYC ubiquitination assay using histidine-tagged ubiquitin and cycloheximide chase experiments in U20S and 293 HEK cells was as described 33, 34 . Quantification was performed with ImageJ. For the GAL4 reporter gene assay, 293 HEK cells were transfected with siRNAs, pCGN-GAL4-MYC(2-147), pGAL4-Luc and pRL-Luc using Lipofecatamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Forty-eight hours later, dual luciferase assays (Promega) were performed as described by the manufacturer.
URLs. Primary microarray data are available at Stanford Microarray Database (http://smd.stanford.edu/) and GEO (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). ImageJ is available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/.
Accession codes. GEO: GSE2824.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
